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Abstract—An approach to accurately calculate the reluctance
of an air gap is introduced. The approach is easy to handle as it
is based on a modular concept where a simple basic geometry is
used as a building block to describe different three dimensional
air gap shapes. A high degree of accuracy is achieved as the
approach is based on an analytical field solution.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A reluctance model of an inductive component enables a

fast and straightforward inductance calculation. It also allows

one to predict the flux density in each section of the core,

thereby making it possible to avoid saturation of the core when

designing inductive components. Finally, when calculating

winding losses the effect of the air gap fringing flux to the

winding losses can be accurately modeled as a function of

the Magneto-Motive Force (MMF) across the air gap [1]. The

air gap reluctance must be known in advance for an accurate

MMF calculation.

The inductance of an inductive component with N winding

turns and a total magnetic reluctance Rm,tot is calculated as

L =
N2

Rm,tot
. (1)

The reluctance of each section of the flux path has to be

derived first in order to calculate Rm,tot. In Fig. 1 such a

reluctance model for the example of an E-core is illustrated.

The calculation of the reluctance Rci of the core sections is

simple: for a core section of length l, cross-section A, and

permeability μrμ0 it is

Rci =
l

μrμ0A
. (2)

Problems occur only in the corner sections, however, simple

and reasonably accurate approximations for handling these

sections exist. The reluctances Rw1 and Rw2 represent the

flux paths that are not closed over the core and consequently

reduces the total magnetic reluctance Rm,tot. These winding

reluctances Rw are rather small and can be neglected in most

practical cases. The major relevancy to the inductance value

has the air gap reluctance Rg. Unfortunately, it is by far the

most difficult to calculate and despite its importance, a simple

easy-to-use and accurate approach for calculating the air gap

reluctance has not yet been discovered.

Different means of calculating the reluctance of air gaps

exist. Under the assumption of a homogenous flux density

Rc1 Rw1

Rc2

Rw2 Rc4

Rc3

Rg

Fig. 1. Illustration of a magnetic reluctance model for the example of an
E-core.

distribution in the air gap and no fringing flux, the air gap

reluctance can be calculated as

Rg =
lg

μ0Ag
, (3)

where lg and Ag are the air gap length and air gap cross-

section respectively, and μ0 is the permeability of free space.

(3) is only accurate when the fringing flux is small compared

to the total flux, as it is when the air gap length is very small

compared to the dimension of the air gap cross-section.

Different approaches of how to take the fringing flux into

consideration for calculating the air gap reluctance have been

derived in the past. The approaches can be basically classified

into two categories, which are discussed within the the next

two Subsections I-A and I-B.

A. Method of the Conformal Schwarz-Christoffel Transforma-
tion

One approach to analytically calculate the reluctance of an

air gap geometry is the method of the conformal Schwarz-

Christoffel transformation [2]–[4]. The solutions described in

[5]–[7] are based on the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation.

The approach of [5] is based on the capacitance-to-reluctance

analogy to calculate the reluctance of air gaps: if air is the

dielectric, the capacitance C can be expressed as

C = ε0F (g), (4)



where F (g) represents the geometry between plates of infinite

conductivity and ε0 is the permittivity of free space. The

reluctance Rm,airgap of an air gap between surfaces of infinite

permeability and having the same geometry F (g) is then

Rg =
1

μ0F (g)
. (5)

Hence, calculating the capacitance of the air gap geometry

with help of the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation leads

directly to the air gap reluctance. However, in [5] only 2D

considerations have been made, which considerably limits the

practicability of this approach for real 3D air gaps.

Also [6] calculates the magnetic field via the Schwarz-

Christoffel transformation, though without the capacitance-to-

reluctance analogy. The three-dimensionality of air gaps has

been taken into consideration. The solution of approach [6]

leads to a relatively complex, difficult to handle, but accurate

formula for the air gap reluctance.

B. Increase of the Air Gap Cross-Sectional Area

The fringing flux can be taken into consideration by in-

creasing the actual air gap cross-sectional area (by increasing

the air gap cross-sectional area the reluctance is reduced to

the actual value) [7]–[9]. According to [8], 10 % is a typical

value by which the cross-sectional area has to be increased;

however, it is admitted that the cross-sectional area should be

increased as a function of the air gap length lg and that a

determination of the exact value by which the cross-sectional

area has to be increased is difficult. In [9] the reluctance of

an air gap with length lg, width a, and depth d is calculated

as

Rg =
lg

μ0(a + lg)(d + lg)
. (6)

No explanation or derivation of the equation is given. As will

be illustrated later, the results deviate from comparison with

FEM simulations. In [7] the effective semi-width of the gap,

e.g. the radius in case of a round cross-section, is increased

by the amount of (
0.241 +

1
π

ln
ba

lg

)
lg, (7)

where ba is the total inside length of the leg containing the

air gap, e.g. for a pot core ba equals the width of the winding

space. No derivation for the formula of (7) is given. However,

(7) can be derived from (8)1 ((8) has not been explained yet

but it will be introduced in the next section). This approach

is based on the method of the conformal Schwarz-Christoffel

transformation and is therefore a hybrid of the two categories.

This approach is only capable of calculating the reluctances

of air gaps with shapes as illustrated in Fig. 2(a); for this

particular air gap shape (air gap type 1/1; cf. next Section) the

solution of approach [7] and the solution derived within this

paper fit into one another.

1μ0

[
w
2l

+ 2
π

(
1 + ln πh

4l

)]
with l = lg/2 and h = ba/2 becomes

2μ0
lg

[
w
2

+
lg
π

(
1 + ln πba

4lg

)]
= 2μ0

lg

[
w
2

+

(
0.241 + 1

π
ln ba

lg

)
lg

]
.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of different core shapes that lead to different air gap
shapes.
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Fig. 3. Basic geometry for air gap calculation.

C. Desired Approach for Air Gap Calculations

Despite its importance, an approach for an air gap calcula-

tion that is capable of calculating the reluctance and

• considers the three-dimensionality,

• is reasonable easy-to-handle,

• is capable of handling different shape of air gaps, as e.g.

illustrated in Fig. 2,

• while still achieving a high accuracy

has not been found in literature. In particular the need to

handle different air gap shapes has, to the author’s knowledge,

not been covered at all. In the following, a new approach to

calculate the air gap reluctance is derived that is very general,

easy-to-handle, and considers the three-dimensionality of air

gaps. The approach is very accurate because it is based on

analytical field solutions.

In Section II the novel approach for air gap calculations is

introduced, in Section III equations to calculate reluctances of

different core sections are given, and in Section IV reluctance

models of E-cores are derived and experimental comparisons

are carried out.

II. AIR GAP RELUCTANCE

The novel approach for 3D air gap reluctance calculations

is derived from the example of air gaps with square cross-

section in Subsection II-A. Later, in Subsection II-B, it is

described how to apply the approach to air gaps with round

cross-sections.

A. Reluctance of Air Gaps with Square Cross-Section

The reluctance of the simple basic geometry of Fig. 3 is

taken as a basis to calculate more complex air gap structures.

This basic geometry is used as a building block to describe

different three dimensional air gap shapes.
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Fig. 4. Different types of air gaps.

The geometry in Fig. 3 has the reluctance per-unit-of-length

(2D reluctance)

R′
basic =

1
μ0

[
w
2l + 2

π

(
1 + ln πh

4l

)] , (8)

where the parameters are as illustrated in Fig. 3. The derivation

of (8) has been found in [5] and is given in Appendix A.

Basically, one can think of three types of air gap cross-

sections, which are illustrated in Fig. 4. In Fig. 2 two example

cores that contain all three air gap types are illustrated. All

air gap types can be seen as an assembly of several basic

geometries of Fig. 3. Fig. 4 shows how to put together basic

geometries to achieve the designated air gap type. In addition

it shows how to set the values for w and l of (8). The value h
represents the distance from the air gap edge to the next core

corner, as e.g. illustrated in Fig. 8.

In order to consider the three dimensionality of air gaps, a

fringing factor is introduced that describes by which factor the

air gap reluctance decreases due to fringing flux comparing to

the idealized reluctance of (3). This approach is introduced

using the example of the air gap illustrated in Fig. 5. As-

suming, that the air gap is infinitely long in the x-direction

b

a

t

y
x

z

b

Fig. 5. 3D air gap, based on air gap type 1 (xz-plane) and air gap type 2
(yz-plane) of Fig. 4.

(t → ∞), the fringing effects at the air gap boundaries in

the x-direction can be neglected. This air gap has a cross-

section as illustrated in Fig. 4(b) (air gap type 2). The fringing

factor that considers fringing effects in y-direction is derived

by calculating the corresponding air gap reluctance per-unit-

of-length R′ (as illustrated in Fig. 4(b)) and dividing it by the

reluctance per-unit-of-length that neglects any fringing effects

(cf. (3)):

σy =
R′
a

μ0b

. (9)

In a similar manner the fringing factor considering fringing

effects in the x-direction can also be derived. Assuming an

air gap that is infinitely long in the y-direction (b → ∞), the

fringing effects at the air gap boundaries in the y-direction can

be neglected. This air gap has a cross-section as illustrated

in Fig. 4(a) (air gap type 1). The fringing factor considering

fringing effects in the x-direction is derived by calculating

the corresponding air gap reluctance per-unit-of-length R′ (as

illustrated in Fig. 4(a)) and dividing it by the reluctance per-

unit-of-length that neglects any fringing effects (cf. (3)):

σx =
R′
a

μ0t

. (10)

The 3D fringing factor is derived by multiplying the two

fringing factors σx and σy

σ = σxσy. (11)

The reluctance of the air gap can then be easily calculated

with (3) and (11)

Rm,airgap = σ
a

μ0 · t · b . (12)

The novel approach for reluctance calculations (12) has been

compared to the ”classical” approach of (3), the approach of

(6), and to FEM simulations. The results are given in Fig.

6. The comparisons have been made for a type 1/1 air gap

with fixed parameters (leg width and depth: w = 40 mm, and

distance between air gap and next core corner h = 40mm).
Type 1/2 and type 1/3 air gaps have been compared to FEM

simulations as well: the accuracy obtained has always been

≤ 4 %.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of air gap calculation approaches.

B. Reluctance of Air Gap with Round Cross-Section

The fringing factor considering fringing effects in r-

direction (polar coordinate system) is

σr =
R′
a

μ0r

, (13)

where a is the air gap length, r the radius of the air gap,

and R′ represents the air gap reluctance per-unit-of-length of

half of the core leg (including fringing effects). This fringing

factor has to be squared as r appears squared in the calculation

of the air gap cross-section. As a consequence, the accurate

reluctance can be calculated as

Rg = σ2
r

a

μ0r2π
. (14)

III. CORE RELUCTANCE

In addition to the dominating air gap reluctance the core

reluctance has to be calculated to achieve the complete re-

luctance model. The reluctance of a core section i can be

calculated as

Rci =
li

μ0μrAi
, (15)

where li and Ai are the length and cross-section of section

i. Hence, for every section the magnetic path length and the

cross-sectional area have to be calculated first. This is difficult

for corner sections. Practical cores have usually sharp corners,

where the flux tends to concentrate on the inside the bend,

so shortening the mean magnetic path. Sophisticated ways of

describing Ai and li of corner sections exist, e.g. introduced

in [6]. However, it is unclear whether the difficult formulas of

[6] lead to better results as it neglects the fact that the flux

density concentrates mainly at the inner bend. In any case,

the corners represent only a minor part of the core. Therefore,

for this work the simple approximations of Fig. 7 have been

taken.

The accuracy can be further improved by taking the non-

linearity of the core material into consideration, i.e. μr =
f(H).
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Fig. 7. Approximations of core dimensions for core reluctance calculation
[7].
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Fig. 8. Built E core for inductance calculation and measurement comparison.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This Section presents some experimental results that well

illustrate the accuracy that can be achieved.

A. Inductance

In Table I measurements and calculated inductance values

of an inductor built of two E-Cores (EPCOS ferrite N27; core

E55/28/21 [10]; winding turns N = 80) are given. The core

has three air gaps of length lg as illustrated in Fig. 8. The

inductances for different air gap lengths have been measured.

The calculation has been performed with the idealized ”clas-

sic” approach (3) and the newly derived approach (12). As can

be seen, it is not appropriate to neglect the fringing flux; the

classic approach leads to an underestimation of the inductance

value. The calculation with the newly derived approach leads

to accurate results.

B. Saturation

The saturation current Isat is another very important design

parameter. A current that is higher than the saturation current

would result in a flux density above the saturation flux density

Bsat. This would result in a substantial decrease of the



TABLE I
MEASUREMENT RESULTS OF E-CORE

Air Gap Length Calculated Calculated with Measured
lg classically (3) new approach (12)
1.0 mm 1.42 mH 1.97 mH 2.07 mH
1.5 mm 0.96 mH 1.47 mH 1.58 mH
2.0 mm 0.72 mH 1.22 mH 1.26 mH

relative permeability μr, hence the inductance would drop. The

saturation current can be calculated as

Isat =
BsatAeN

L
. (16)

TABLE II
MEASUREMENT RESULTS OF E-CORE

Calculated Calculated with
classically (3) new approach (12)

L 2.75 mH 3.55 mH
Isat 4.6 A 3.6 A

An inductor built of two E-cores with an air gap in the center

leg (EPCOS ferrite N27; core E55/28/21 [10]; air gap in the

center leg with length lg = 1mm; winding turns N = 80)

has been built. In Table II, inductance values and satura-

tion currents are given. The saturation flux density is taken

from the data sheet B-H-curve [10] and is approximately

Bsat = 0.45 T. The results can be compared to a measurement

for which the measured current waveform is given in Fig.

9. A rectangular voltage waveform has been applied across

the built inductor to achieve this current waveform. The

measured saturation current Isat is approximately 3.7 A, which

corresponds well to the calculated value.

Fig. 9. Measurement of saturation current.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

An accurate air gap reluctance calculation is essential when

designing inductive components. Despite its importance, a

simple easy-to-use approach when calculating the air gap

reluctance was absent. This paper has shown an approach that

is easy-to-handle because of its modular concept (different

shapes of air gaps can be built of a simple structure that is easy

to calculate), and which still achieves a high level of accuracy

as the approach is based on analytical field solutions.

APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF BASIC RELUCTANCE

The derivation of the basic reluctance (8) is given in this

section. All considerations are based on works presented in

[2], [5], [6]. A function of the type

z = f(t) = x(u, v) + jy(u, v) (17)

that defines a complex variable z = x + jy as a function of

another complex variable t = u + jv and preserves angles is

termed conformal. Conformal transformations are very helpful

to derive field solutions. A transformation equation must be

found relating the given field to a simpler one to which a

solution is known or easily found.

u

z-plane

t-plane

A

B

C x

y

v

a b c

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. Illustration of Schwarz-Christoffel Transformation.

One particular conformal transformation equation that trans-

forms the real axis of one plane to the boundary of a polygon

of another plane was first given, independently, by Schwarz

and Christoffel. The transformation is in such a way that the

upper half of the first plane transforms into the interior of the

polygon.

For the situation that is illustrated in Fig. 10 the transforma-

tion from the real axis of the t-plane to the polygon boundary

in the z-plane is derived by integrating the equation

dz

dt
= S(t − a)(α/π)−1(t − b)(β/π)−1(t − c)(γ/π)−1 . . . ,

(18)

which is named the Schwarz-Christoffel differential equation.

S is a constant, a, b, c, . . . are points on the real axis in the t-
plane corresponding to the points A,B, C, . . . in the z-plane,

and α, β, γ, . . . are the interior angles of the vertices of the

polygon in the z-plane.

The Schwarz-Christoffel transformations that are used to

calculate the reluctance of the basic geometry of Fig. 3 are
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Fig. 11. The Schwarz-Christoffel transformation of the basic geometry.

given in the following. Two transformation equations have

to be found: first a transformation equation that relates the

basic geometry in the z-plane (cf. Fig. 11(a)) to the real

axis in the t-plane (cf. Fig. 11(b)) is derived. Second, a

transformation equation that relates the real axis of the t-
plane to a geometry of a parallel-type capacitor (cf. Fig.

11(c)) is further derived. The geometry of a parallel-type

capacitor permits easy calculation of the capacitance that,

with (5), directly leads to the reluctance. The dashed line in

Fig. 11(a) illustrates the chosen polygon structure that will be

transformed to the real axis in the t-plane of Fig. 11(b). In

Table III the vertex coordinates of the z-plane polygon, the

vertex angles, and the corresponding points on the real axis

of the t-plane are given. This leads to the Schwarz-Christoffel

differential equation

dz

dt
= S1t

−1(t − 1)1/2 = S1

√
t − 1
t

, (19)

hence

z(t) = −jS1

(
2 ln (1 +

√
1 − t) − ln t − 2

√
1 − t

)
+ C1,

(20)

where S1 and C1 are constants that have to be further

determined. Taking z(1) = 0, C1 becomes C1 = 0. Taking

z(t → 0) = ∞ for the second boundary condition some further

steps are necessary. Assume t = εejθ and thus dt = jεejθdθ.

For t → 0, (19) becomes

dz = S1
j
t
dt = jS1

jεejθdθ

εejθ
= −S1dθ. (21)

Near t = 0 (point 1 in Fig. 11), z varies from x− jl to x and

θ varies from π to zero. Thus,∫ x

x−jl

dz = −
∫ 0

π

S1dθ, (22)

hence, jl = S1π or S1 = j l
π . Thus, the transformation equation

is fully described

z(t) =
l

π

(
2 ln (1 +

√
1 − t) − ln t − 2

√
1 − t

)
. (23)

TABLE III
TRANSFORMATION TABLE 1.

1 2
zi ∞ 0
α/π 0 3/2
ti 0 1

The transformation equation relating the real axis of the t-
plane to a geometry of a parallel-type capacitor (cf. Fig. 11(c))
will be derived next. The appropriate transformation table is

given in Table IV, which leads to the Schwarz-Christoffel

differential equation

dv

dt
= S2t

−1 =
S2

t
, (24)

hence

v(t) = S2 ln t + C2, (25)

where S2 and C2 are constants that have to be further

determined. With v(1) = 0, C2 becomes C2 = 0. With

v(−1) = jV , where V represents a constant that will cancel

out later,

jV = S2 ln(−1) = S2jπ, (26)

hence, S2 = V/π. Thus, the transformation equation is

described

v(t) =
V

π
ln t. (27)

TABLE IV
TRANSFORMATION TABLE 2.

1
vi −∞
α/π 0
ti 0

For the geometry in Fig. 11(c) the capacitance per unit

length can be calculated as

C ′ = ε0
hv − (

w
2

)
v

V
, (28)

where hv and (w/2)v have to be determined based on the

above derived transformation functions. First, (w/2)v will be

derived. From (23) and with t ≈ 0

z(t) = x + j0 =
l

π

(
2 ln (1 +

√
1 − t) − ln t − 2

√
1 − t

)

=
l

π
(2 ln 2 − ln t − 2) ,

(29)



hence,

− ln t =
πx

l
+ 2(1 − ln 2). (30)

With (27) and inserting x = w/2, (w/2)v becomes(w

2

)
v

=
V

π
ln t = −V

π

(πw

2l
+ 2(1 − ln 2)

)
. (31)

Next, hv will be derived. From (23) and with t → ∞
z(t) = 0 + jy =

l

π

(
2 ln (1 +

√
1 − t) − ln t − 2

√
1 − t

)

=
l

π

(
ln (−1) + 2j

√
t
)

,

(32)

hence,

jy = j
l

π

(
π + 2

√
t
)

(33)

or πy

2l
=

π

2
+
√

t. (34)

Since t → ∞, (34) can be simplified to
√

t ≈ πy

2l
(35)

and

t =
(πy

2l

)2
(36)

With (27) and inserting y = h, hv becomes

hv =
V

π
ln t =

2V

π
ln

πh

2l
. (37)

Therewith, the capacitance of the geometry in Fig. 11 is

determined. (38) is

C ′ = ε0

2V
π ln πh

2l + V
π

(
πw
2l + 2(1 − ln 2)

)
V

= ε0

[
w

2l
+

2
π

(
1 + ln

πh

2l

)]
.

(38)

(5) and (38) lead to the basic reluctance of (8).
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